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The Chicano students, faculty, and administrators of the University of the
Pacific, San Joaquin Delta College, and other Chicano community persons and
leaders from Stockton support Professor Miguel Navarrette as Director of
Mexican-American Studies at UOP. We can not and will not stand by and see
Professor Navarrette first evaluated and then fired by a faculty and or Dean that
has done little to help him establish his studies proposal.
We demand that Professor Miguel Navarrette be reinstated immediately
and removed from the School of Education as his proposal says to a College
which is more receptive to him and his program. Professor Navarrette is to be
allowed to institute his Mexican-American Studies proposal for the Chicano
community on and off campus.
If this is not done immediately, we Chicano students, faculty, and
administrators of the University of the Pacific resign our positions effective
12:00 noon, March 2nd.
We the Chicano students in MECHA further state that we will begin
effective at 12:00 noon, March 2nd a local, state, and federal boycott and
protest against any federal or state funds that the university may be receiving
now or hoping to receive in the near future. This will be done by sending letters,
telegrams, and phone calls to all agencies supervising programs at UOP.
Sacramento and Washington, DC will be contacted first.
It is further stated that legal action will be sought to stop any and all
federal and state funds from being issued until our Director is reinstated and
protected from such unprofessional treatment. Audits of all federal and state
programs will be demanded immediately to see who is really getting those
federal and state funds.
MECHA-UOP
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TIGER PAW NOTES
Election
An election for the adoption
of a new PSA Constitution will be
held next Monday and Tuesday,
March 8 and 9, in the Anderson
"Y". This is one of the most
important issues that students
will have an opportunity to
decide upon this year, for it will
determine whether or not the
PSA can become an effective,
viable governmental body that is
responsive to student needs. .
Several attempts have been
made in previous years to
improve the rather insufficient
PSA Constitution. Quite a few'
PSA Presidents have promised
to devise a new system in other
years, but Greg Graves and his
cohorts are among the few who
have developed a workable plan.
It is crucial that students take
the initiative in this matter and
vote onMonday or Tuesday.
Polling times will be from 12
to 6 on Monday and 10 to 4 on
Tuesday.
The
proposed
Constitution is being posted all
over campus and is available in
the PSA Office.
Previous
constitution
attempts are outlined elsewhere
in this issue.

his prints are in the collection of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art
and the Library of Congress. The
artist holds B.A. and M.A.
degrees from the University of
Wisconsin and has been an art
instructor at several eastern
universities. His ability as a book
and
magazine
illustrator
resulted in an assignment in
Pakistan forUNESCO.

Student Honored

A Callison College student
has been selected one of 1,000
outstanding college seniors for
1971-72.
Miss Ginger Stephens, an
anthropology major, was named
a finalist in the Woodrow Wilson
National Fellowship Foundation
competition. More than 10,000
college seniors from throughout
the
United
States
were
nominated in the 25th annual
competition
toward
the
fellowships.
Miss Stephens, the first
student in Callison's four-year
history to receive such an honor,
was one of 741 seniors named as
finalists. There were 305
recipients of fellowships for their
first year of study at a graduate
school.
Although the finalists do not
receive financial support from
Graphic works by Robert O.
the foundation, they are
Hodgell, currently artist in
recommended for fellowships an
residence
at
Florida
assistantships awarded by
Presbyterian College in St.
graduate schools. Officials said
Petersburg, Florida, will be on
the selection of Miss Stephens
display today in the Raymond
brings "national honor," both to
College Common Room from 1 to
Pacific and Callison College.
6pm.
The 21-year-old senior will
The exhibition, sponsored by
graduate this year and hopes to
the chapel program will consist
enter a graduate school next fall.
primarily of linoleum block
A 1967 graduate of BReedley
prints.
High School, she was a member
Hodgell is
well-known
of the Callison's first sophomore
throughout the United States for
class to spend an academic year
his one-man shows, and some of
in Bangalore, India during 196869. She also spent January of 1970
on a special project with Mono
rfUxtutdex "PxadutttintA'
STAGE AND TV PRODUCTIONS
Indians near Kings Canyon and
NAME SINGERS • GROUPS • COMICS
RECORDING ROCK DANCE AND COUNTRY B<
was with the first group of
"Wf can in jou anvoiw yon imiiii"
Callison students who studied
MODESTO. CALIFORNIA
[JERRY ALEXANDER
anthropology
in Mexico's
- 209 ) 329-2982
IELD REPRESENTATIVE
I Yucatan Peninsula during the
spring semester of 1970.
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John Wayne hosts Lowell
Thomas, Martha Raye, and
several military officials in a
film entitled "No Substitute for
Victory" to be premiered locally
March 10, 8pm in the Main Hall
at the Civic Auditorium.
The film is termed "a hard
hitting critique of the U.S.
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(
M
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foreign policy that has prolonged
the Vietnam War." This critique
takes the form of military
leaders citing examples of how
lenient U.S. policies have
hampered opportunities for an
American victory in Vietnam
The film is being sponsored
by Stockton's Train Committee,
a group that claims to have no
connection with the John Birch
Society. Their general views
parallel that organization in
some respects however, as seen
in the followingpress release.
"The heros of 'NoSubstitute
for Victory' are the men who
have fought in Vietnam. And
John Wayne is their staunch
supporter.
Echoing
the
statements of General Douglas
MacArthur, Wayne charges
that,"Whenever we fight the
Communists, they seem to have
help from somebody on our side.
Somebody always wants to bend
over backwards to avoid getting
tough withthem."
Tickets for the showing of
the film can be obtained by
contacting the TRAIN at .465-2426
or gt the Weberstown Box Office.

Student Art
The Seventh Annual UOP
Student Art Exhibition has been
scheduled for March 5 through
March 28 at the Pioneer Museum
and Haggin Art Galleries in
Stockton.
The show will be open to the
public without charge and
museum hours are 1:30 to 5pm
everyday except Monday.
The student art showwas
initiated in the spring of 1965 to
acquaint the public with the
creative efforts of students
enrolled in courses at UOP.
Included in this year's exhibit
will be a wide variety of styles
and media covering paintings,
graphics, sculpture,
photography, ceramics and
other approaches.
An awards program and
reception for the show is
scheduled for 2 to 4:30pm on
Sunday, March 7. The student
exhibits will be judged by the art
department faculty, and the
awards will include certificates.

Poetry Contest
INA Coolbrith Memorial
Poetry Contest announces prizes
for best unpublished poems by
an undergraduate student of
UOP and other participating
colleges: lst~$125.00,2nd$100.00,3rd-$75.00,4th-$50.00,
5th-$25.00.'
Send
your
submissions to "Coolbrith,"
Room 206 English Department,
UOP. The deadline is March 17.
Winners will have thier names
announcedinthe
Commencement Bulletin of the
University
of
California,
Berkeley, and the Manuscripts
will be filed in the archives of the
University. Manuscripts should
be typewritten. Author's name
should be in such a place that the
anonymity of the contestants
may be preserved until the
judge's decisions have been
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made. Each manuscript should
have attached to it a sealed
envelope bearing on the outside
the author's distinguishing mark
and containing a card filled out
in complete detail, available in
Room 206.

Major Barbara
"Major Barbara", George
Bernard Shaw's outspoken play
about war, poverty and social
problems, will open a six-night
run at the DeMarcus Brown
Theatre on March 12.
Curtain time will be 8pm for
the productions on March 12-14
andMarch 19-21.
Admission prices have been
reduced this year to $2 and $1.50
for adults, and tickets can be
purchased at the door, or by
telephoning 946-2116.
Darrell Persels, acting
director
of
the
drama
department will direct "Major
Barbara." Persels describes the
play as "a conflict of philosophy
between the wealthy owner of an
ammunition works (Andrew
Undershaft) and one of his
daughters (Barbara
Undershaft), who is a major in
the Salvation Army. Although
the play first opened 66 years
ago, the issues it confronts are
extremely relevant today.
Lead roles in the 15-member
cast involve Deborah Simon of
San Francisco
as Major
Barbara, John Ellington of
Saratoga as Andrew Undershaft,
Cathleen Cox of San Francisco
as
Lady
Britomart--the
estranged wife of Andrew
Undershaft--and Ken Fleishour
of San Ramon as Adolphus
Cusins, Barbara's fiance.

Ellen Deering
Miss Ellen
Deering,registrar emeritus at
UOP, was honored last week by
the American Association of
Collegiate Registrars
and
Admissions Officers (AACRAO).
Dr. Harvey Hall, registrar
at Stanford University and
president of the national
organization, presented a plaque
to Miss Deering during brief
ceremonies in the office of Dr.
Alistair
McCrone,
acting
president.
The honors were presented
to Miss Deering for her work at
Pacific in presenting workshops
for college and university
admissions
officers
and

registrars since 1948. The eighth
summer workshop in this area
was held at Pacific last summer,
and Hall also recognized the
University for its services in
hosting such an event during the
last 22 years.
Miss Deering, who retired in
1969 after 23 years as registrar at
Pacific, has been affiliated with
UOP since 1926. She received the
University's highest honor-The
Order of Pacific-when she
retired. She also was honored by
AACRAO in 1969 for outstanding
service to the association.

One-Act Plays
Three student-directed one
act plays are scheduled for 8 pm
performances at the DeMarcus
Brown Theatre on March 5 and
March 6.

Summer Study
The
Institute
of
International
Education
announces publication of the
22nd annual edition of Summer
Study Abroad, its popular guide
to summer programs overseas
based on a survey of American
and foreigninstitutions.
For the first time, the guide
includes US college sponsored
programs abroad in addition to
its listing of programs sponsored
by foreign universities and
provate organizations. Almost
600 different academic offerings
in countries around the world are
cited. Each entry includes
location, dates, course titles, and
in many cases, tuition, living
costs, and schlorship assistance
available.
Summer Study Abroad 1971
is
available
froinkthe
Publications Division cf the
Instutute of
International
Education, 809 United Nations
Plaza, New York, New York
10017, for $2.00 a single copy,:
(Payment must accompany
orders.)
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Election Monday-Tuesday

Power Politics
at Crucial Point

There has been something about the structure of the PSA that
has, in simple terms, prevented the students of this university from
ever accomplishing very much. Problems, conflicts, and even
crisies have arisen and yet the PSA seldom provided a viable
instrument for protest, for action. The most obvious example of this
came last spring when the student body was fairly united in a single
cause but devised a new organization for expression.
Perhaps the main problem lies in the fact that the PSA has been
primarily COP dominated. Students from the quads or Conservatory
have seldom entrusted the PSA government with the task of
demanding improvements from the administration, which, as the
recognized voice of the students, it should be able to do. The PSA has
been virtually powerless, disrespected, and sometimes laughable
inits attempts at communication.
But this is something that anyone who is vaguely familiar with
the so-called workings of the PSA will readily admit. Graves,
Seidman, Solomon, Bennent and others, all assumed their positions
this year knowingly faced with an impressive tradition of do
nothingness. Surely they have wrung the student government dry of
all possibilities for success under the existing structure. It is
amazing that they accomplish what they do.
When Graves campaigned for office he spoke of the obvious need
for a new constitution. The remarkable part concerns the fact that he
was probably the only presidential candidate for the past 3 years who
did not promise a new structure, and while being the only president
who has actually succeeded in devising a workable plan and getting it
to the polls.
A detailed description of the proposal appears elsewhere on this
page but various aspects of the new document merit mentioning
again. Under the proposed constitution the PSA will be termed the
Associated Students of the University of the Pacific and its main body
will be a student council with equal representation by the colleges
and schools.
The members of the student council shall be composed of two atlarge representatives elected for a two-year term, and the heads of
the schools or colleges. This provides obvious advantages, for those
individuals elected for two-year terms will add definite continuity to
the Council. The seating of the heads of the college student
government gives gives each segment of the university a hand in
determining overall policies and familiarizes each cluster with what
is happening in other areas.
Each cluster or school will have its own government with a
structure determined by the members of that school. This will allow
for creativity within the colleges and will provide a means for settling
individual problems quickly and effectively. This new constitution
recognizes that perhaps the problems plaguing the Conservatory are
somewhat different from those of Elbert Covell College and
accordingly perhaps the devices for settlement should be varied. The
Student Council will create an atmosphere of student coalition
without giving the emphasis on any one faction. Previously COP has
flooded the PSA Senate with representatives from the dorms,
Greeks, and off-campus.
Also entirely new is the establishment of a Student
Communications Board. The Chairman of this board shall be the
editor of the news paper and other representatives from branches of
student communications shall be included. This board shall provide
an opportunity for improved, government-student relations by
creating a regular platfrom for creativity and expression.
Other titles encompassing familiar existing areas shall be the
Director of Student Affairs, Arts and Lectures, and Social Activities.
The proposed constitution also eliminates the previously elected
offices of Secretary, Treasurer and Rallies Commissioner which
shall be appointive rather than elective, emphasizing ability and
responsibility. This will allow for a more professional organization
where students will desire certain positions because the task and not
the status appeals to them.
This is only a light assesment of the proposed constitution. But
the concepts behind the details are good and this constitution
Provides students for the first time with a potential for unified
government. If students here were powerful enough, if they could
create a strong but flexible body, their grievances would not be
ignored. The frustration over the firing of Navarrette this week and
the general feeling that students are helpless in the politicing
between faculty and administration displays the need for the
ratification of this potentially-powerful proposed constitution.
But how can we convince administrators to recognize the wishes
°f the students unless we show ourselves to be strong and determined
in our actions, united in opposition to this subtle student-control? The
Perpetual, traditional ambiguousness of the Pacific student
consciousness must be eliminated and can be by abolishing the
impossible structure which we now operate under. This can be done
by approving the new constitution that can guide us in our attempts to
become dynamic and the most important segment of the university
immunity.
"The Pacifican" urges students to approve the proposed
constitution on Monday or Tuesday in the Anderson Y.

-Mary Arnold
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Navarette Dismissed-Students
Demonstrate Around Tower
by Bob Greenstreet

In a letter dated March 1,
Director of Mexican-American
Studies Miguel Navarette was
informed "of the termination of"
his "appointment as a faculty
member of the University of the
Pacific at the end of the current
academic year."
J. Marc Jantzen, Dean of the
School of Education, authored
the letter.
He doubts that
Navarrette will be reinstated.
Students expressed a different
hope Tuesday, as over 200 of
them gathered around Burns
Tower in protest.
MECHA organized the
protest in less than 24 hours.
According to a spokesman at the
demonstration,
MECHA
received expressions of support
from 100 per cent of the
community leaders the group
was able to contact late Monday
Chicanos involved in
night.
university
faculty
and
administration
threatened
resignation if Navarrette were
not reinstated.
The dominant characteristic
of the Mexican-American
Studies Program's inception
seems to have been in haste.
Navarrette was asked to head
the program (as well as to

Constitution
Election
Mon, Tues
by Bob McLean

A referendum will be held
next Monday and Tuesday
giving students a chance to vote
on the proposed new consitution.
All voting will take place at
Anderson "Y" Monday from 126pm and Tuesday from10-4pm.
The new document is the
result of years of dissatisfaction
with
the
current
PSA
constitution which was ratified
in 1962.
Dissatisfaction with the cur
rent document came to a head
at last years senate meeting to
consider budget allocations. At
that time the representatives
from the cluster colleges
demanded that their schools
receive at least 50 per cent of the
money which their students paid
in PSA dues. The crux of the
matter involved the domination
of student governance by COP.
The Pacifican of November
5, 1969 reports that the
representatives of the clusters
"consider the most workable
solution to the fiscal problem...is
the formation of a federation to
replace what is noww the PSA
Senate."
The
new
constitution
provides for a federation form of
government with the "head of
each constituent school or
college student government"
sitting on the "Associated
1 see 5,2

establish it) in July of last year.
He accepted late in August,
according to Acting President
AlistairMcCrone.
McCrone feels the program
was "very last minute" in that
course offerings were not
determined until a few days
before people were to register
for the courses. In this early
haste, Navarrette was allowed to
digress from standard operating
procedure.
The need to move quickly
freed Navarrette from the
necessity to check his actions
through established channels.
He
realize
considerable
flexibility in his conduct. The
result of this flexibility was the
Mexican-American
Studies
program which began in
September.
This
hastily-formed
program has been deemed
unsatisfactory, so Navarrette is
burdened
with
finding
alternatives to it for the
following school year.
In
addition to administering the
current
program
and
establishing a new one,
Navarrette serves as the only
full-time faculty member of the
program.
In short, through his dual
role as administrator and
faculty, Navarrette seems to be
the Mexican-American Studies
program. As a faculty member,
he is subject to the same faculty
evaluation process which all
untenured faculty members
must endure.
DISMISSAL
The report of the fourmember evaluating committee
provides most of the reasons for
termination of Navarrette's
contract. Of the eight items
listed in the report as requiring
improvement, three deal with
Navarette's position as a faculty
member.
The the three areas
pertinent to his faculty position
center
around
his
communication with those
people on campus with whom he
works. One says he "needs to
improve his communication"
with those people,
m A second suggestion centers
around Navarrette's
relationships with students, and
the report recognizes them as "a
very positive characteristic."
The report also suggests he learn
to allocate his time better, in
order to fulfill all his campus
obligations.
The final area of the report
dealing with Navarrette's
faculty position is that he needs
to acquaint himself with the
faculty governance structure.
But the report does not stop here.
ADMINISTRATOR
EVALUATION
The other five indictments
are concerned with Navarrette's
role as administrator of the
program. The report indicts his
failure to write a job description
of the Director of MexicanAmerican Studies, to establish a

working relationship with the
rest of the university, to follow
"administrative channels," to
effectively organize his time and
to fully establish the program he
directs.
Navarrette is chided for not
progressing rapidly enough in
putting his program together, as
well as for spending too much
time in involvement with the
community.
Lastly, the
committee finds "him naive and
inept in his judgment in
administrative operations.''
Jantzen gives as his main
reason
for
terminating
Navarrette's contract,
Navarrette's progress with the
program. He feels the program
could progress faster under
another director.
CHANNELS
Navarrette's failure to
proceed through established
administrative channels is also a
major factor in his dismissal.
The Mexican-American Studies
program
is
under
the
jurisdiction of the School of
Education.
Yvonne Allen, CIP Director,
feels this structure is too
confining for such a program.
She feels Navarrette should be
allowed more flexibility than the
School of Education offers. She
says an
interdisciplinary
approach should
not be
restricted
to
a
single
department. MECHA agrees.
In practice it seems
Navarrette has as much
flexibility as he needs. This
seems to provide a constant
source of irritation to his
immediate superiors, who want
things done properly.
Tony Sedillo, Delta's Project
Readiness Director, charges
Jantzen with dogmatizing his
procedural structure. He says
Navarrette is being opposed by
"old people and old ways" which
are "resistant to change." He
feels Navarrette is justified in
his desire for operational
freedom.
COMMUNITY VS.
UNIVERSITY
Jantzen sees Navarrette
spending too much time dealing
with community relations and
not enough establishing a wellrounded program. While not
condemning his work in
community, Jantzen and the
evaluation committee feel
Navarrette should
better
allocate his time so as to fulfill
hisobligations to the university.
Robert Espinoza from
Delta's MECHA rejected this
line of thought. He thinks the
university
should
allow
Navarrette to continue extensive
dealings in the community. A
representative
from
San
Joaquin County's La Raza Unida
agrees in substantially more
graphic terms.
"If he is to be effective, he
has to be involved in the
community, or he can go to hell
as far as I am concerned. We are
the university. Without us there
see 4,3
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faculty evaluation
indicts administrator
School of Education Dean J. Marc Jantzen refused to renew the
contract of Mexican- American Studies Director Miguel Navarrette
this week. He informed Navarrette of his decision Monday, March 1the last day he is allowed to do so, under the existing faculty
governance structure. The decision came as a surprize to Chicano
students, most faculty members (Jantzen may have consulted
someone), and Navarrette himself. Such decisions are not supposed
to be suprises—they are supposed to be discussed rationally before
they are finalized. Evidence indicates Jantzen did not do this.
Let us examine the available record of events to discover what
did happen. In accordance with standing university procedure,
Navarrette was evaluated as an untenured faculty member. This is
done for (or is it to?) all new faculty todetermine whether they should
be retained. A committee composed of one student, two faculty
members and the appropriate Dean (Jantzen) evaluated
Navarrette's performance on February 19. Vic Ornelas, the student,
says the committee felt it was making reccommendations to
Navarrette to aid him in improving his performance as a faculty
member.
Jantzen apparently thought differently. He used the evaluation
as a basis for Navarrette's dismissal, not only as a faculty member,
but as an administrator as well. Here an interesting point comes to
light. Evaluation committees are designed to assess faculty
performance. No such procedure exists for evaluation of
administrators. Seven of the committees eight items which
Professor Navarrette needs to consider to increase his
effectiveness" deal either in whole or in part with his administrative
function.
The report itself says "it is hoped that with these suggestions,
Professor Navarrette may increase his effectiveness as a faculty
member of the University of the Pacific. It should be remembered
that the committee has tried to deal only with Professor Navarrette
as a faculty member." It seems most peculiar, then, that the first
criticism in the report is "a job description of the Director of
Mexican-American Studies needs to be developed.'' Is this the proper
function of the faculty? Is faculty responsible for establishing a
program? The report indicts Navarrette not only for "his judgement
in administrative operation" and his need "to recognize
administrative channels," but also for not establishing a workable
organization and not being "as productive as he "should have been"
in establishing a program of Mexican-American studies.
Jantzen seems at best hypocritical if he is to indict Navarrette on
procedural grounds. Faculty governance procedure indicates the
faculty member under review should meet with the evaluating
committee before a final decision is made, in order to ensure the
committee understands his views. Navarrette indicates this did not
happen in his case. Ornelas goes a step farther. He questions the
ability of the committee to evaluate Navarrette at all. He says
William Bacon and T. C.Coleman, Associate Professors of Education,
"don't know Miguel." As for Jantzen, "if he based it on his
knowledge, that ain't shit, because he doesn't know anything about
Mexican-American Studies.''
MECHA not only questions the qualifications of those,judging
Navarrette's performance, but their basic assumptions as well.
UOP's Mexican-American Studies program became reality in only
four months. Stanford has been in the process of creating such a
program for two years. The School of Education contends, though,
that in four months UOP established an insufficient program, and
that Navarrette was not spending enough time on the program, and
that his recommendation for improvement was "far from workable
with necessary funding." The argument somehow suggests a
contradiction.
If one is to believe the evaluation committee's report,
"Navarrette's knowledge in the area of Mexican-American
educational needs is substantial. He demonstrates tremendous
enthusiasm. He has made extensive trips to confer with leaders of the
Southwest in an effort to draw up a program of Mexican-American
studies for the University of the Pacific." MECHA seems to feel that
see col. 4
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wouldn't be a god-damn
university." He feels students,
faculty and the community
compose the university—those
are the people for whom it exists.
McCrone
replies
the
"program is not threatened at
all. We only want to strengthen
it." Jantzen adds the school is
definitely committed to the pro
gram.
PROTEST
The demonstration was
scheduled to peak about the time
Chicanos emerged from a two
hour meeting with Jantzen and
McCrone. Efforts to reinstate
Navarrette were fruitless, so
MECHA Chairman Vic Ornelas
outlined
the
Chicano
community's responses. They
are to be found on page one.
Protest of federal funding
seems to be the central issue.
Though at press time Ornelas
and A1 Ortiz had announced their
resignations
from
the
Placement Office and the faculty
respectively as part of the
threatened en masse resignation
of all Chicanos involved in
faculty or administrative
positions at the university, the
administration
remains
unmoved.
PSA President Greg Graves
feels protest of all federal
funding is unwise, because it
affects minorities most of all.
CIP, the Teacher Corps and HEP
are all dependent on federal
funds. Ornelas reports Director
of Financial Aids Don Smiley is
alarmed by this form of protest.
Smiley feels it hurts the wrong
people.
MECHA, on the other hand,
seems to feel this is the most
effective weapon. Ornelas does
not want to hurt disadvantaged
peoples, but he feels "it is
necessary to do it." The protest
is expected to be carried to
D.C.
and
Washington,
Sacramento.
Ortiz adds "people in the
all
they
tower-that's
understand. They don't under
stand a little Chicano with a
sign." Espinoza thinks "people
need to know where the mone's
at and where it should be."
SOLIDARITY
MECHA
has
received
pledges of solidarity from
Delta's MECHA, La Raza Unida
and Mexican-American
Systems. The PSA Senate passed
a
resolution
supporting
Navarrette
and
MECHA
Tuesday. BSU, Filipi, Yellow
Seed and the Anderson Y also
endorse Navarette's rehiring.
Chicano
leaders
in
the
community also sopport the
UOP group.
A representative of MAS in
Sacramento urges Chicanos to
"bombard the university from
all over." She said "if we have to
come from all over the country to
fight we will. There's a hell of a
lot more of us on the way."
ADMINISTRATION REPLIES
Neither
Jantzen
nor
McCrone elected to face the
demonstrators around the
tower. Both, however, were

from col. 2
traversing the Southwest exploring various ideas and examining
alternatives may have some value in establishing a MexicanAmerican Studies curriculum at UOP. For some reason, so does
Navarrette. He has been doing something for the past few months- •It,
perhaps the best thing he could have done. He has been examining the
area with hich he is working, instead of blindly limiting the programllr
to his personal perspective.
In mid February he submitted his recommendations. Alistair I
McCrone, Acting President, says these plans should have beer
submitted in November or December. Apparently McCrone is
operating under the assumption that Navarrette could giasp the
entire concept of what Mexican-American Studies at UOP should be
in two months. He also seems to have expected Navarrette tc
perform this amazing feat on a $1500 budget. This is particularlj
intriguing when one realizes that Dr. William Theimer of the School i
of Education was awarded a $83,891 grant to conduct a >
comprehensive state-wide evaluation of programs for
disadvantaged students. Navarrette was evaluating Chicano jJ' P'
programs not only through California, but the entire Southwest as iPe
well. For only $1500.
Jantzen, then, ignored procedure, misused the report of the JJ ant
evaluation committee and indicted Navarrette for not doing what i hav'
seems impossible. Even more astonishing is Jantzen's opinion of |es»
student desires, asexpressed implicitly in the report of the evaluation ftor t<
committee. "The committee members were agreed that Mrlll
Navarrette is a hard worker. The Chicano students see him as
Chicano faculty member who is genuinely interested in them, i3
involved with them, and tries to do something about this need. He
seems to have the overwhelming support of the Chicano students.
Jantzen found this "positive factor outweighed by other negative
factors."
gL
Will student protest accomplish anything ? Jantzen says "I'm ,j, |fo
not going to be pushed into changing because of threats." He also j, b:
says he was "not surprized at all'' by student actions. Jantzen feels he bei
had an administrative duty to perform. He is the man in charge. His led in
responsibility is to determine what is best for the students-that is ad as
why he terminated Navarrette's contract and seeks another Director ation
{
of Mexican-American Studies. Ever heard of the in loco parenti^ is VI
theory of education ? Apparently J. Marc J antzen has.
let

U

responsive to inquiries from the
Pacifican.
Jantzen cites as the basic
reason
for
Navarrette's
dismissal his desire to seek
someone else as Director of
Mexican-American Studies.
Though he has no one in mind, he
hopes to incease the efficiency
and broaden the scope of the
program by acquiring a more
effective director.
He adds it is unlikely he will
be moved by student protests.
"I'm not going to be pushed into
changing becuase of threats.
Jantzen claims to have
consulted Chicano leaders in the
community before his action. He
says they support him, but desire
to remain anonymous.
He also expects student
reaction to be pronounced. He
realizes Navarrette "seems to
have the overwhelming support
of the Chicano students," but
chooses not to renew his contract
nevertheless. "I could have gone
the easy way, but this I refused to
do."
While McCrone is also aware
of Navarrette's popularity, he
feels a "wide spectrum of
considerations" has to be taken
into account. He feels it is

-Bob Greenstree si toi
it-one

important to do things throug-.__
proper channels, becuase then a
program "acquires universal ;ear
endorsement as it builds.
McCrone adds the "decision 11 c
was made in good faith by Deai) ilcn
Jantzen." He indicates Jantzei :;ed
if free to review administrate
appointments at his owi .This
discretion, as Dean of the Sehoo fcW
of Education. The faculty!
appointment needed to be
evaluated by a joint student Ee'Sl
faculty and administratioi pow<
committee, and this was done.
GRIEVANCE
"in
McCrone also indicates the int
availability of existing faculty Win
grievance procedures as ai| sini
alternative to protest for *on(
Navarrette. He feels students -hisa
should realize the university i? 4 ye;
n o t b a c k i n g o u t o n i t ? ) It
committment to the program fc
but rather is trying to strengthen i*e||
UOP's offering in Mexican ornja
American Studies.
"itatj
Chicano throughout th
commulnity and the Pacifi
Southwest who worked witlp
Navarrette disagree. They feel i
imperative that the universit;
|
reinstate him as Director o
Mexican-American Studies.
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!l History Preserved
by Mr. California
by Robin Stockton

Dr. Richard Coke Wood,
termed
"Mr.
California"
because of his work done in
preserving California's local and
state
history,
preserves
California's historical
backgrounds on campus.
A breakthrough of national
interest has come to UOP. The
John Muir papers are presently
kept inside the Stuare t Library,
on the basis of "permanent
loan." Mrs. Gene Clark,
grandaughter of the father of our
national park service, takes
most of the credit for persuading
Muir's family' to release his
family and personal papers
which have not been made
available since his death in 1914.
Prior to the release of the
Muir papers, seventeen large
cartons of papers were stored in
the Bancroft Library at
Berkeley. During the past year,
the family agreed to allow
scholars to use the papers at
UOP under careful supervision
by the library staff. Twenty
sketches by Muir which have
never been published are
included in the papers and could
be used as a source for further
publication.
This year, the Woods will
conduct the twenty-fourth
annual tour for UOP to the
twenty-one California missions.
The tour program began twentyfour years ago, under the
encouragement of Dr. G. A.
Wernon, chairman of the History
department at COP and it has
continued to the present under
Dr. Eliot Taylor, director of
tours. This marks the tenth year
that the Woods have directed the
tour.
The California Mission Tour
begins eight days before Easter
and follows a reverse procedure,
beginning with the Sonoma
Mission in the north and ending
with San Diego, the first mission
founded in 1769, in the south. The
tour is included in a four unit
course on California History.
This also marks the twentyfourth year for the California
History Institute to be held on
campus. It began under Dr.
Rockwell D. Hunt, the first "Mr.
California," as part of the
organization on campus of the
California History Foundation.
The purpose was to hold an
annual institute to encourage
Publications on California
History, to sponsor tours and to

stimulate studies on California
History.
Out of Hunt's effort, the
conference of the California
History Society was organized in
1953 with headquarters at COP.
Hunt was the first president of
the California History Society
and Wood has served as
executive secretary in this
capacity for the past seventeen
years.
The California History
Institute involves a two day
meeting at which speakers are
invited to come to UOP and
discuss the various phases of
California History. It begins
Friday morning with the board
of sponsors meeting and the
board of directors conference,
continuing through the luncheon
on Saturday. Time out is taken
on Friday afternoon to visit the
Haggin museum for a reception
and tour.

by Debbie Nikkei

The formal presentation to
the Acting President, Alistair
McCrone on a new MexicanAmerican Cluster College will be
today.
The biggest factor for
consideration of course, is
money.Members of the MexicanAmerican community have
stated they will raise the money
themselves. There is, however,
concern in Washington, and "an
effort is being made to release
funds for programs that will help
Mexican-American people in
gaining a useful educational
experience,
especially
in
California where there is a large
Mexican-American extraction,"
state mMcCrone.

Constitution Offers Federal System
from 3,3
Students Council" (equivalent of
the present Senate). Members of
the council would also include
the president, vice-president
Directors of Social Activities,
Academic Affairs, Arts and
Lecture,
and
Student
Communication, four at-large
representatives, as well as three
faculty representatives.
In addition to the structural
changes,
the
constitution
provides for the renaming of the
student government. The new
name would be the "Associated
Students, University of the
Pacific."
The treasurer and secretary
would no longer be elected
officers but posts to be filled by
hired personal.
One motivation for a new
student
constitution
and
governance structure is the
evolving University governance.
Last fall Dr. Burns appointed a
committee to study
the
possibilities of restructuring
current governance. One of the
foremost alternatives being
considered
involved
a
University Senate incorporating
all the different factions of the
university community.
Presumably under the new
constitution, the students in the
Council would have a key role to
play in this structure.
Social Commissioner, Larry

the hits just keep oa comiag
Pacifican Editor

In your February 19, 1971 weekend. Where are the cries of
of your campus paper, indignant citizens for justice?
,v°u ran a cartoon on page 7 You fail to mention even one of
which I consider derogatory to
the incidents. But, I dare say, if a
entire profession of law member of a minority group
enforcement. You condemn committed to destroying this
fhose who blindly attack the system were even slightly
ItTlage of the minority people, yet
wounded by anyone, your paper
^°u allow your paper to degrade would be among the loudest
hose who are doing the best they demanding justice.
Can under the worst possible
I say YOUR paper with
C()nditions.
much thought, for it is not mine
Seven officers were slain in as a student of this university.
Jonathan Wiltshire
ho line of duty over this last
e(Htion

Cents Plague
Plans

Seidman feels that on the whol
the
new
constitution
is
needed."It means overall
representation
from
all
schools." "When the student
government says something, it
will really be the students
talking," he said.
Seidman also said that
governance could turn into "our
ego thing" but that "we should
try it- we can always amend it.''
David Bennett of the Forum
on National Priorities pointed
out that the new constitution will
allow the student government to
incorporate and separate totally
from the administration. He
would be "a little bit more
representative."
Bennett believes that the
new constitution will help clarify
roles and "help organize
students more directly" because
the major governance will take

The aim of the college would
be to focus on the MexicanAmerican
dimension
and
experience in the world. The
college however, wouldn't
exclude
other
interested
students of ethnic background.

place at the local level.
PSA Senator Tony Vaughn
20 percent of Stockton's
says that the new
constitution is "designed to population
is
Mexicanbring students closer to the American, very few of which are
student government." He says getting
opportunities
for
that the new structure will education. Five percent of
provide better representation Pacific's enrollment is Mexicaribut certain problems such as a American; more than Delta
conflict of interests between College. It would appear the
schools, could materialize. private university is making an
Vaughn is working on the effort to serve the community.
constitution for COPwhich he
says will be ready in April.
Concerning
these
low
In 1968 one proposal for a statistics, McCrone had this to
new constitution offered much say: "This is both wasteful and
the same structure as the newly neglectful of great resources of
proposed one. March 13, 1970's human and intellectual tallent."
Pacifican
says
of
this
The
proposed
Cluster
proposal: "this revision was College could keep the Mexicanintended to provide the Pacific Americans in school, eliminate
student body with a great deal the dropout problem, and more
more power. The lack of power effectively educate them.
under the present constitution
was cited as one of its main

Project Identity Broadens Plans
by Norman Nichols

Friday evening February 26
may have marked the turning
point in the growth of Project
Identity-a local community
action organization. On that
date, the Stockton Planning
Commission voted in favor of
allowing Project Identity to
move to a newer and larger
building than the group is
presently occupying.
Project Identity has been
serving the Stockton community
since 1967. Formerly the Young
Men of Action, PI is a grantee
agent of the Community Action
council--a division of the Office
of Economic Opportunity.
Project Identity functions to
provide a wide range of services
to the Stockton Community. The
organization implements this
function
by
three
basic
programs: manpower, drug
counselling and recreation.
Pi's manpower program
refers job applicants to various
agencies
and
business
organizations. Pi's manpower
service is available to all

applicants, regardless of age.
J.D.Burrisse presently
negotiates for jobs for PI
applicants.
Presently, Mr. Burrisse is
negotiating with Community
Lending for job training
payments. If Mr. Burrisse'
negotiations are successful, Pi's
ability to find jobs for applicants
will be greatly improved. The
cost of training applicants for
specific jobs would no longer be
paid by the hiring employer but
would be partially shifted to
Community Lending and Project
Identity.
Pi's second community
service function is a drug
program. In addition to serving
those who come in voluntarily
for drug treatment, PI takes
individual
referalsfrom
probation officers, locallaw
enforcement agencies and the
public schools.
Pi's
public
relations
personnel conduct counselling
sessions and give lectures to
student particularly at John
Marshall Junior High and

Edison High School. Students at
these schools now realize that
Pi's drug services are available
to them if and when they want
them.
In addition to the usual
billiards and ping-pong facilities
you find at a youth organization,
PI is expanding its recreation
program. Music is taught
individually at PI. Groups of kids
are also encouraged to get
together at the PI building to
work on band rehersals. Several
bands have been formed at
Project Identity and one of these
groups has played at several
UOP dances.
Project Identity's
involvement in the Stockton
Community is growing rapidly.
The acquisition of the larger new
building will enable PI to further
develop presently existing
programs and initiate programs
which have lain dormant for
several years. Project Identity's
function
as an effective
Community
action
group
appears extremely close to
realization.
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UOP Artist Praises Amalgam

MACEY • TRESS
• OPTICIANS
EYEWEAR SPECIALISTS
Just can't see the old style
glasses.
Macey-Tress has round, oval,
rectangular,
and
just
everything.
For whatever shape you find
yourself in.

478-5870
228 LINCOLN CENTER

John Casserly is a professional
dancer from New Zealand. He had his
own dance theater of the U niversity of
Otago and is on Queen Elizabeth II
Arts Council of New Zealand,
by John Casserly

There are nearly 350
professional dance companies in
America. Probably no more than
50 of these can afford to hire their
dancer full-time.
This means that there are
literally thousands of young
dancers working on a semiprofessional basis throughout
this country. Some survive
solely on welfare, others wash
dishes, clean cars, act as
janitors. In short they get any
sort of job that will pay the rent
and still leave enough time and
energy to take a two or three
hour class on a daily basis.
If they are very lucky (and I
mean very lucky) there are just
a very few who might be able to
find an occasional job with a
young choreographer. It should

Financial Inquiry" Initiated
by Janell Gregg

In the interests of efficiency
and in order to clearly define the
uses and responsibilities for PSA
money, the newly established
Financial Inquiry and Advisory
Committee is currently auditing
the financial records of all
campus organizations funded by
PSA.
The PSA Senate established
this new system of financial
review basically as a control
measure. Under the new system
each organization must present
a financial statement to the
student body treasurer every
two months. The treasurer will
then compile the data and
release an overall report to the
student body through the
Pacifican.
In addition, each semester
the five member Financial
Committee headed by the
treasurer will review the books
of each organization and report
their findings to the Senate along
with
any
recommended
procedural changes.
The primary objectives of
this semi-annual audit are better
control and organization of PSA
funds. Besides allowing the PSA
to keep tabs on all organizations
under its auspices by making
sure they are using proper
bookkeeping methods, and
money control procedures, the
committee hopes to help the
organizations with suggestions
to improve their bookkeeping
methods and to stay within their
allotted budgets.
Committee members are
working with the treasurer of
each organization so that they
can review money control
policies and establish proper
procedures in cash handling,
money withdrawal etc. The
auditors are checking current
balances, account procedures,
and filing systems of receipts for
expenditures made.
In an effort to establish
greater control for example, the
committee has found that some
organizations require only one
signature on checks, while

Under this new system each
others resquire two. Two
will
receive
signatures on acheck makes for organization
a greater safeguard against approximately 75 per cent of its
embezzling or mismanagement budget at the beginning of the
year after the entire PSA budget
of money.
The new system will also has been approved. After the
benefit future budget planning audit the remaining money will
and should shorten the time be released to each organization.
By
clearing
up
the
needed for passage of the budget
by the Senate at the beginning of organization of PSA money,
each year, a problem which firmly establishing what money
usually
inhibits
normal goes where, the finances of the
PSA as a whole and of each
budgetary operations for
individual organization should
several months.
The auditors will be benefit. Committee member
checking to see if organizations Tom Sherwood, off-campus
are making expenditures which senator, feels that this system
they had not requested and will has been needed for a long time
be able to judge more accurately and will be a success. By
if budgetary requests submitted organizing financial respon
in May for the coming year are sibilities and procedural matters
correct. The will also be able to any student should be able to
help organizational treasurers look at the books of any organ
set up budgets with fewer ization and understand them,
them.
problems.

be remembered that any work on
this basis is probably performed
for the sake of experience, not
money.
There is no art, besides
music, that is so intensely
competitive for jobs. Under all
this stress the effect on the art of
dance could be disastrous. A
situation might exist in which
technical and imaginative
norms were established. Young
dancers either measured up to
these artificial norms or failed to
survive.
IMAGINATION

What has happened is that
dance in America has produced
highly articulate and flexible
dancers. And it has managed to
do this without drowning the
imaginative urge in either its
performers
or
its
choreographers.
TECHNIQUE

The art of dance is evaluated
not so much on the many
qualities that make up a good
performance but solely on the
criterion of technique. One of the
symptoms of this imaginative
disease is a constant applause
following
a
dancer's
performance of a particularly
complex
sequence
of
movements.
I suspect that such applause
has now become a convention
that attends nearly every ballet
verformance in most countries.
It may be immediately
gratifying to the dancers who are
performing and it may satisfy
the egos of those balletomanes
who wish to inform other
members of the audience that
they are highly conversant with
such conventions, but at best it is
merely distracting and at worst
it is little less than follish.
AMALGAM

In the first performane of
Dance Amalgam, during the
"Peasant Pas DeDeux" from
"Giselle"
the
audience
interrupted a splendid solo by
Daniel Lorden with a spasm of
this foolishness. There were
other equally exciting moments

PSA Endorses Peace Treaty
by Margaret Coffroth

A joint treaty of peace
between the people of the United
States and the people of South
and North Vietnam was
unanimously endorsed by the
PSA Senate at its meeting
January 26.
This treaty, distributed and
printed by the National Student
Association, was presented in
the form of a resolution, and
after only favorable discussion,
Senator Craig Urbani reported
that the joint treaty was passed.
S.even of the eight senators were
present.
"We read it over, felt it was
good, and felt that we should take
a stand," explained Urbani.
The treaty, he added, is not
really a radical resolution. He
said it is the "normal anti-war
type statement. The PSA Senate,
Urbani said, "just wanted to go
on record for supporting it.''
THE TREATY

The peace treaty would call
for Americans to "agree to

immediate and total withdrawal
from Vietnam and publically to
set the date by which all
American forces will be
removed."
The Vietnamese would
pledge in return that "they will
enter discussions to secure the
release of all American
prisonors...be an immediate
cease-fire" between fighting
forces, and"enter discussions of
the procedures to guarantee the
safety of all withdrawing
dorces."
The treaty also called for
Americans to pledge to end the
imposition
of
Thiewu-Ky
on South Vietnamese so that
people have their right to selfdetermination and so that all
"political prisoners can be
released."
The resolution includes a
clause
respecting
the
"independence, peace and
neutrality of Laos and Cambodia
in accord with the 1954 and 1962
Geneva conventions not to
interfere in the internal affairs of

these two countries.''
A
political
coalition
government, according to the
resolution, will be organized to
hold democratic elections. "All
parties agree to respect the
results of elections in which all
South
Vietnamese
can
participate freely without the
presence of any foreign troops.''
It is upon these points, that
the Senate pledged with others,
"to end the war and resolve all
other questions in the spirit of
self-determination and mutual
respect for the independence and
political freedeom of the people
of Vietnam and the United
States.
FOREIGN POLICY

Although the Senate does not
hold any one particular view or
stand on foreign policy, Urbani
explained
the Senate is
interested in foreign affairs, and
is informing the students of these
through the use of the National
Priorities Speakers Forum.

during the program. Rec
Russel's "Think" provided an
opportunity to witness jazz
technique at its very best, but
there were no outbreaks of
applause to interrupt his
performance.
I am not insisting that
spontaneious acclamation is
eithr bad, or undesirable. Any
performer will gratefully
acknowledge
a
sensitive
response to his work in whatever
form it is given to him, but it
must be tempered with a little
wisdom and a sense of
appropriate timing.
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sustained
silence jiilely
surrounded the performance of jthat
Penelope Johnson's "Statues". I
fully expected an immediate jjetiti<
reaction at the sight of six naked # '
dancers on the stage of the (leek
Conservatory. The audience #als
response to the work was a
tribute to the choreographer, as «sics
much as to the courage of the
dancers themselves.
ji,m
I suspect that the length of jd, so
the dance may have been
determined
by
the
choreographer's intention to|
commit her audience to adjust to
the beauty of the naked human
body in motion. In order to come
to some sort of grips with the
content of the dance itself the
audience had to literally forget
all the conventions, fears and
conditioning that they had
brought with them to the theatre.
Once they had done this they
were free to evaluate the dance
on its own terms. I counted at
least three occasions when
"Statues" could have finished
successfully. The mass of
vapour rolling over the stagr at
the end suffered as an effective
conclusion because of the length
of the dance and became little
more that a theatrical device.
STATUES

PRECISION

My only regret was that I
failed to detect a precision in the
San Francisco Dance Theatre
that was so obvious in Rec.
Russel's Company. It was
perfectly obvious that the Dance
Theatre performed works (such
as "Morning's Eye") that
revealed a depth of feeling and
choreographic skill.
But
But if dancers are asked to
perform identical movements
together, and audience expects
that technical skill will be
accompanied by absolute pre
cision. I am convinced that
"Morning's Eye" is an excellent
abstract work that successfully
integrates the Modern and
work that sucessfully integrates
the Modern and Classic
traditions.

BRIDAL REGISTRY
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PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
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Forensics Left Speechless by Lack of Cheers
by Shari Scearce

And

the crowd roars.
Settling back to jostle elbows and
popcorn
containers,
the
spectators expectantly view the
action. Catcalls and airhorns
squeak out their mating hoots.
The murmur of the audience
rolls to a standstill as the
underdogs jeapardize their
position in an all out offensive.
Excitement mounts. Time is now
just
seconds...less
than
seconds...It is all over. Applause
bounces about the room as the
victors cheerily shcke their notso-smilely opponents' hands.
Yes, that ends another exciting
afternoon of just about any
competition, except one: a
debate. As one of the most
intellectualized
activities,
debate also qualifies as possibly
one of the least popular.
Forensics fails to enjoy the
limelight because, as Tom
Dixon, member of the debate
squad, so aptly states, "debate

is just not very flashy."

skilled in research and other
scholastic skills, which is a
SO WHY DEBATE?
Debate, according to the benefit in their other studies.
A further bonus would
handy dandy desk dictionary, is
obviously be greater skill in
a "formal contest of skill in
reasoned argument." You know communication. Duns asserts
the rest. Two guys argue at one that debate usually teaches
table, and two guys argue from individuals how to communicate
more effectively, but not always.
another table, and some judges
Sometimes a talented, articulate
pass down their decisions. That
debator will discover that
is the general picture.
outside the contest his tongue
Aside from the competition
has become an uncoordinated
itself, debating is seemingly
muscle in his mouth.
useless, but debating actually
Thankfully, Dixon
offers the participant many
enumerates a few extras that are
benefits. Dr. Donald Duns,
not so scholastic. Debates have
chairman of the Communication1 allowed him to meet people.
Arts and Sciences department, Forensics also provides an
sees the benefits of debate from outlet, a way for individuals to
his perspective as an ex-debator.
expend
energies
in
an
According to Duns, students intellectualized situation.
involved in debate learn their
Naturally, debate is not all
debate
topic
thoroughly, that rosy. Duns easily admits
possibly becoming the best that"in order to do well in debate
informed individuals on that
you can do very little else." A
subject. Debators become highly debator's time is consumed by
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study and research. To be a
winner, an-individual simply has
to devote most of his energies to
his preparation.
UOP WHO?

Okay. So where is UOP
forensics? The squad has not
been doing badly despite our
ignorance of its existence.
UOP's top team has been
victorious about 71 per cent of
the time in the tournaments and
this year the team is going to the
national tournament in Houston,
which is sponsored by Pi Kappa
Delta, one of the largest debate
fraternities in the nation.
Hopefully, the team will
bear up under the competition
and make a good showing at
nationals. Hopefully is the word,
because for the last two years the
team has been plagued by "octafinalitis." Octa-finals are the
championship rounds of debate,
and our team always seems to
lose in the finals after

performing very well in the
preliminary rounds.
Dixon admits there is no real
explanation
for
this
phenomenon. He simply offers
that "when it comes time to lose,
it happens in octa-finals.''
DON'T KNOCK IT,TILL YOU'VE...

The current status of debate
on campus is only slightly higher
than that of the bookstore
markup. Admittedly, forensics
may not present itself as the
most active and virile competit
ion around, but it is one of the
most scholastically beneficial
and possibly the most intellect
ual.
Duns says the most serious
problem in debate "is how to get
lots of people participating in the
program-for fun." There is
always room for another willing
mind. For college students in the
pursuit of broadened intellectual
understanding, debate can be
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Frolic Renews Past
by Spoofing Today
The very fact that this year's
Band Frolic was the 43rd annual
one in Pacific's history is an
accomplishment in itself. In
these days of social revolution
and student unrest, Band Frolic
remains a pleasant reminder of
the more halcyon days of bobby
socks and spirit rallies when the
End Zone was in its prime.
From the student's point of
view, however, Band Frolic has
not become a total anachronism.
This year's show spoofed many
current issues which are
uppermost in public concern,
such as the war, ecology and
evenSpiroT.
From a fiscal standpoint,
Band Frolic is as necessary and
lucrative to the band as tuition is
to the business office. The school
band receives no allocations
from PSA and is financially
dependent upon the proceeds
from Band Frolic.

background.
South-West—Covell

The
mixed
division
consisted of only two entries:
South West-GraceCovell and the
Raymond Zippers. The trophy
went to the South-Grace
combination with their funloving spoof on puberty centered
around that dearly loved
American
figure-Beaver
Cleaver. This group also
deserves comment upon their
musical accompaniment which
was excellent.
The Raymond Zippers put on
an abstract which perhaps left
much of the audience con fused.
Perhaps some of the more
discerning students in the
audience could see that this
seemingly disorganized pot
pourri was only Raymonds
comment upon a school event
which they feel completely left
out of. The reader should also
notice that Callison did not even
AKL
This year Alpha Kappa put up an entry.
Lamda won a sweeping first in m On the whole, the students
the men's division with a feel that Band Frolic has many
thoughtful and tasteful satire on redeming features as a fun-filled
the stupidity of war. AKL was event which promotes cohesion
among the living groups. Yet
alsofirstoverall.
Phi Kappa Tau took second Band Frolic originated as and
place with a lively song and remains a totally COP-oriented
dance show containing some event which only furthers the rift
good humor on the oil spill, Spiro between old and new on this
Agnew and even Granny Goose. campus.
DU and SAE battled over third
place with the usual double
entendres, and off-color puns,
with DU winning out in the final
by Paul Nasman
judging.

IndianDance Performed

DG

In the women's division,
Delta Gamma came in first with
a colorful and well-choreograph
ed show filled with singing
gypsies. At one point in a dance
routine, the gypsiesused a stage
blackout
technique
and
flourescent scarves which was
quite effective.
Second place was awarded
to Tri-Delta, which put on an
amusing skit about unemployed
fairies (the magic kind.) The tri
Delts also deserve a laudatory
comment upon their musical
score which was quite good.
Kappa Alpha Theta took
third place witha satire on
Women's Lib which suffered
mainly from lack of musical
accompaniment
in
the

The Conservatory of Music
will host musiciansand dancers
from Callison College in a
performance of Indian music
and dance on Thursday, March
11,
at 11:00am
in
the
Conservatory auditorium. Six
Callison artists will perform
Randy Wong, a senior
majoring in anthropology, will
play the sitar. Wong studied the
sitar under Krishna Murthy, a
student of Ravi Shankar.
Dr.
Tapan
Mukerjee,
professor of Socio-Economics at
Callison Callison College, will
play tablas, which he studied for
six years.
Becky Jennison, a junior,
will sing and accompany herself

on the tampura, a drone
instrument. Miss Jennison sings
North Indian Hindostani music,
learned during a year of
intensive study and musical
devotion in India.
The three dancers on the
program all learned Baharata
Natyam, a style of South Indian
dancing, under the tutelage of
U.S. Krishna Rao, a renowned
Baharata Natyam dancer and
teacher.
The dancers are Jim Jewell,
a senior, Jean Danielson, a
senior, and Sally Moore, a junior
and daughter of Callison provost
Douglas Moore.

Jewell
is
a
unique
since few men learn to do this
particular style of dance. He is
now doing his Senior Thesis
in continuation of his study of
BaharataNatyam.
The Callison artists will
perform in Solo Class, a weekly
convocation of music majors.
Solo Class is held every
Thursday at 11:00am in the
Conservatory
auditorium,
usually for the purpose of
hearing music students perform.
The public is invited to the
Callison Program and to all
other Solo Classes, mmmmmm
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Student Proteges Perform
Dancing and Acting Skills
Three
student-directed
plays and five new dances are
scheduled for 8pm at the
DeMarcus Brown Theatre this
Friday and Saturday evenings.
This
UOP
Drama
Department production will
feature "The Indian Wants the
Bronx," by Israel Horovitz; "A
Slight Ache," by Harold Pinter;
and "Good-bye to the Clown," by
Ernest Kinoy. Also included in
this show will be five dances
directed by John Casserley,
assistant professor of Drama.
"The Indian Wants the
Bronx," which is directed by

Steve Nevil has received both the
Veron Rice and the Obie Awards
for distinguished play-writing in
1968. "Indian" involves a threemember cast consisting of Chris
Catt, Brian Donoghue, and Bob
Stetson, and concerns the
malicious actions of two young
men toward an Indian waiting
at night for a bus on a deserted
street.
"A Slight Ache," directed by
Mike Welch and also with a threemember cast of Chris Bauer,
Anne Barardini, and Tom
Caldecott is a drama classified
as theatre of the absurd. This
play is concerned with the

Sauro Tackles Info
by HunterMacDonald

UNCLASSIFIED ADS
FOR" SALE: 1965 Ford LTD AirConditioned $850.00. Call 4656873.

FOR SALE: 1955 Ply only 86,000
miles in good cond. 3 NEW
tires...$150.00 or best offer. Call
478-5808.^

UVE-IN MAID WANTED: must be 3624-36 or somewhat close to that!
Call: 478-0317

EDITORIAL POSITIONS on next
years PACIFICAN open to
applications now, SALARIES
AVAILABLE, Contact Mary
Arnold at 478-0545 or Edie
Chuthers and Mike Hunt at 3rd
floor
NORTH
HALL+PACIFICAN phone 946-2140.

»• f •»- •»-» .» ••r.

FOR SALE: Portable typewriter

FACET Ex. cond. with ease
$25.00. Call Jeff Ballantyne 4785670.

a

LOOK WHAT'S HAPPENING in the
streets. Got a revolution.
Contact Jeff Ai rplane

WANTED UNCLASSIFIED ADS. SEE OR
CALL GREG LATHROP AT 465-4207
OR PACIFICAN OFFICE946-2140 OR
464-8742.

WINNIE'S TYPING SERVICE: 35 cents
a sheet Term Papers, 823-6801,
516 E. Yosemite, MANTECA

MANKIND MUST put an end to war
or war will put an end to
mankind.
John F.Kennedy

FOR SALE: 35mm Asahi Pentax
Spotmatic Camera. 2 lenses28mm and 105mm-$175.00 call
John at 462-8000.
TYPING IN MY HOME Call Mrs.
Terry Flaherty,
4303 N.
Manchester, Apt. 18,478-1142.

FOR SALE: one pair of wood skis
Fisher ALU's in very good
condition, excellent ski for
beginner
or
beginning
intermediate.
Call
Ann
McLinden 462-9419.
FAR OUT MUSIC KUOP-FM TUESDAY
NIGHTS MIDNIGHT ON.
®FG, BORROW, BESTOW,
BARTER
Now
in

BUY,

the
UNCLASSIFIED ADS Each
Friday. Our message is the
media.

Tony Sauro, the new director
of Sports Information, is an
aware and concerned new
addition
to the athletic
department. A recent graduate
of the University of Arizona, he
was sports editor of the school's
newspaper and sympathizes
with students over their concern
with the athletic expenditures at
UOP.
The new director lacks
familiarity with UOP but will be
attending classes in the winter.
He has never worked at a private
school and the financial situation
at the University of Arizona is
not quite as acute as is UOP's.
Arizona is supported by state
funds whereas Pacific is
supported by students and
alumni alone.
"Any team's average sits on
public relations." Tony believes
that "a school's major asset is
athletically
based
public
relations. Only a few types of
colleges, such as Harvard,
Stanford, or Cal, can survive on
academic publicity alone.
Athletics are not the only thing a
school should be known for, and
Pacific has a good name in
academic circles.
With six tentatively planned
home football games next year,
and no real professional sports in

American Music Concert
and Lecture Offered
by Paul Nasman

Students
of
the
Conservatory of Music will
present a program of American
music on Thursday, March 11, at
8:15 pm in the Conservatory
auditorium
Performing
will
be
members of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia,
a
professional
fraternity for men in music.
Three songs by Samuel
Barber, a trumpet concerto by
Vittorio Giannini, a tuba sonata
by Halsey Stevens, and
"Variations of America" by
Charles Ives will be included in

the program
The Sinfonia Chorale will
close the program singing a
variety of songs, including
"Look with a Child," a work for
male chorus by Albert D.
Schmutz, commissioned by Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia especially for
this concert.'
On Sunday, March 14, Dr.
David Lyon, professor of
American Studies at Raymond
College, will lecture on the
development of American
music. The lecture, which is also
sponsored by Sinfonia, will begin
at2: 00pm in 140 Wendell Phillips
Center.

Stockton, Sauro hopes, with the
help of the city's newspapers, to
raise the attendance at football
games. The winning tradition
has not been established at
Pacific and greater enthusiasm
at sporting events would help
considerably.
Sauro approximates his
budget at about 112,000. He does
not believe there are any wanton
spenders in the department.
Pacific is losing money and he
hopes to cut down the deficit and
institute a building program.
The dissent over athletic
expenditures is present all over
the nation. Tony encountered it
at University of Arizona and
everywhere else he has visited.
At Arizona, $12.50 of a
student's $163 in dues went to
athletics. There were 17,000
registered students who paid
these dues and attendance at
football games averaged 15,000.
Tony feels students would
like to be able to identify with a
team rather than an institution.
He does not feel that athletics are
over emphasized at Pacific.
"Athletics are healthy; " he said,
"And an improvement in
athletics would not hurt the
academic standing of this
school."
"The students are not being
coerced. They are able to go to
athletic events for free. Some
attend games, some do not."
Sauro believes that the money
spent balances out.
Finally he states, "Any
money a
student
would
contribute to athletics would be
wellspent."

actions of an elderly couple
toward an old man, and the
annoyance in every man's life
that he will eventually wither
and die.
"Good-bye To The Clown,"
is a sentimental comedy with a
six-member cast consisting of
Andy Armstrong, Giles Colahan,
Meg Glasscock, Doug Haverty,
JacqualineKapphahn, and Joicy
Revis; and is directed by Jim
Geear. This comedy concerns
the actions of a young girl toward
an imaginary clown, as the play
unfolds the audience learns the
meaning of theclown to the girl.
To end this evening of
entertainment the Drama
Department has a program of
five dances including "Duet" of
the New Zealand Ballet
Company's
production
of
"Children of Adam". These
dance works have been
choreographed by both John
Casserley and a number of
students and are performed to
the music of Blood, Sweat and
Tears, and Bert Bacharach.
Tickets for this production
will cost all UOP staff and
students only 75 cents for general
admission and 50 cents for
balcony seats, and tickets can be
purchased both at the door or
reserved by phoning 946-2116

Ali Mac6raw* Ryan O'Neal

NOMINATED FOR SEVEN
ACADEMY, AWARDS

[GPfrP I* COLOR A PARAMOUR! PICTURE

NOW
SHOWING

"Striking!"

— Pene/ooe G i l l i a t t .
New Yorker

COLUMBIA PICTURES
c

* BBS Production

JACK NICHOLSON
HVEEHSU
PIECES

:

CQiQw [R

At 7 : 3 0 - 9 : 3 0
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Purcell Harbors Hopes
For Top' Rate Track Team
by Jim McCartney

The Stockton Track Club
opened the season in outstanding
fashion last Saturday as they
captured seven first places out of
fifteen events at a triangular
meet against Chico State and
San Francisco.
Individually, Gary Lewis
had a fine day, wining the 120
high hurdles and the 220. He also
ran a leg of the 440 relay.
Other first place finishers
were Webber in the pole voult,
Chewning in the second heat of
the 100 yard dash, Micaels in the
880 and the mile relay team won
in 3:14: .1.
The UOP track team also
entered, but failed to win a single
first place.
The track team has a new
coach this year, Dick Purcell.
Before coming to Pacific he
coached at Cal Poly, San Luis
Obispo, where he led the
Mustangs to three NCAA smallcollege championships during
his four years there. His dual
m eet record was 40.
When he first went to Cal
Poly he found the track program
in disarray, but built the team
from eleven to eighty-five
members. He will have a similar
task here at Pacific. He was left
with only ten members from last
year's team, and since he was
not hired until midsummer he

The Skimeister
Specialists in
SKIING
BACKPACKING
TENNIS
WATER SPORTS
Backpacking season is just around
the corner. We are beginning to
receive new merchandise for the
coming
season.
The
BACKPACKING HEADQUARTERS
for the San Joaquin Valley will be
the Skimeister. We carry quality
equipment.
RENTAL EQUIPMENT
ALSO AVAILABLE

SPECIAL
BAR PIZZA
FOR UOP STUDENTS ONLY
WILL FEED 4 HEAVY EATERS
MUST CALL IN ADVANCE
$6.50

DINO'S
Across from Bruner's
Next to the Hide-A-Way on
Hammer Lane
Thurs -Sat. 11 A.M.-l P.M.
Mon.-Wed. 11 A.M.-l 1 P.M.
477-7727
SUNDAYS 2P.M.-10P.M.

did not have time to recruit any
top athletes for this year.
Therefore, Purcell decided
to re-build the team this year,
with five of his top athletes redshirting and running for the
Stockton Track Club, which
Purcell also coaches. Since the
teams work out together and will
enter the same meets, they
virtually are the same team, and
if the Stockton Track Club is
successful it can be regarded as
a good sign for the future of UOP
track. The goal of the track team
this year will be to keep UOP in
the picture and "wait until next
year."
Those participating for the
Stockton Track Club who will be
on the UOP team next year are
Gary
Lewis,
high
and
intermediate hurdles, Jerry
Stewart, Frank DeRuyter,
miler, Dan Estin, quarter mile
and 220, Alber Holman, and
Mathyas Michael of Ethiopia, a
half miler and miler whom
Purcell regaruds as one of the
top ten in the world.
Purcell's goal is to build a
national championship team at
Pacific within three years. His
priorities are to build a track,
recruit about thirty more people
for the team and get some new
uniforms. He is hampered by a
lack of money; the track team is
allowed only ten tuition waivers
and no full scholarships.
In order to build for the
future he is talking of using
academic scholarships, and
recruiting two-sport athletes, for
example, one who could compete
in both football and track.
Gary Lewis suggested the
failure to build a track may have
been the reason for the
resignation of last year's coach,
Darryl Zimmerman who had
been promised an all-weather
track when he first came here
five years ago and apparently
became disillusioned wit the
program. He also was not
pleased with the amount of
money alloted to the track
program, finding it somewhat
difficult to compete in the tough
PCAA with a limited amount of
funds.
Lewis agred strongly with
Purcell on the need for new
uniforms. He said that the three
Stockton entries in the Examiner
Ail-American games at the Cow
Palace wore their gym clothes
because the track uniforms were
so old.
A Stockton group also went
to the Los Angeles Times
Invitational meet, competing in
the mile relay, high hurdles, and
60-yard dash. The team has been
invited back for next year with
all expenses paid, which will be a
big factor in giving Pacific
recognition and publicity.
Although this year will now
be the treatest in Pacific track
history evejyone is enthusiastic
and looking confidently to next
year. A big factor has been coach
Purcell, a man who gets along
well with his team.
It is reported that last year

there were some personality
conflicts
between
some
members of the team and
Zimmerman, but the situation is
different this year. SAccording
to Lewis everyone on the team
respects Purcell. A similar
change happened on the football
this year; Homer Smith is
reportedly more respected and
better
liked
than
his
predecessor, DougScovil.
With a successful coach and
top athletes, Pacific is building a
top-rate track team for next
year. With a track and enough
money to recruit more athletes
Purcell could easily realize his
goal of a national championship
in three years.
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Season Still YoungPerformance Erratic
by Erik Swanson

With the team and the
season still young, the UOP
varsity baseball squad has
managed a 2-1 record over the
first several weeks of action.
The Tigers started things off
right in their opener when they
defeated Davis in a 5-4 contest.
Last week they added another
win to the record with a 5-4
triumph over Stanislaus State,
but they also sustained their first
loss supplied through the
courtesy of U.C. Berkeley in a 8-6
defeat.
Against Berkeley last week,
the Tigers waited much too long
before they actually joined the
game. Going into the sixth inning
UOP was taking a 7-1 stomping.
But with good late inning hitting
freshman P aul MacDonald,
Franz
Vaiarello,
Russ
Frederico, and junior Steve
Olsen managed to pull the
Tigersto respectibility.
Unfortunately an amazing
come from behind win was never

seen. With the bases loaded in
the ninth inning, only one run
was garnered-final score 8-6,
Cal.
UOP pitcher John Valentine
was charged with that loss. Art
Sweeny who relieved Valentine,
threw five innings of creditable
pitching, as he allowed only
three hits.
In the Stanislaus episode
Tiger hitters Mike Backovich
and Bob Bloomer ran up three
and four hits respectively.
Backovich also stole home to
score the winning run.
Remarkable
reliefing
ability was displayed by Rod
Bovee against Stanislaus, as he
threw four and two thirds innings
of no hit ball to pick up the win.
Following the Pacific
conquering of Stanislaus, Coach
Tom Stubbs described the
opponents as, "the best team
they've had since we started
playing them."
At this point in the season it's
difficult to view the Tigers and

Racket Standing
by Jim McCartney

Last week the women's
tennis team played two matches
and came out even. February 22
they defeated Modesto JC, 4-2,
but lost to Berkeley three days
later, 2-4.
Winners in the singles
competition of the Modesto meet
were Betsy Remenshneider and
Heidi Edwards. Heidi fought off
a tough opponent in Ann Tye to
win 7-5, 6-4. The doubles teams
won easily. Twinkle Daniel and
Kate Collier won 6-1, 6-3, and the
team of Brenda Bury and Diane
Naylor
crushed
their
challengers 6-2,6-1.
Despite some fine individual
performances the team lost to
Berkeley.
Sara
Hoesser
rebounded after losing the first
set to win her singles match, and
Betsy Reimenschneider also
won.
Both doubles teams lost.
Playing
in
the
same

combinations
as
against
Modesto, Twinkle Daniel and
Kate Coller lost a close,
dramatic match 6-1, 1-6, 7-5.
Diane Naylor and Brenda Bury
lost 6-4,6-4.
The girls, coached by Doris
Meyer, compete in the Northern
California
Intercollegiate
Council, which is divided into
three divisions geographically.
In the division with Pacific are
Sonoma State, Hayward State,
Mills College, and
San
Francisco State.
The teams will play a round
robin schedule and the winner of
each division will play off for the
league title. Miss Meyer
declared that UOP would be the
league champions.
On Thursday, March 4, the
team plays against Santa Clara.
This coming Monday they will
have a re-match against
Modesto JC in Modesto.

decide- their strong and weak
points. However, one interesting
and ridiculous analogy can be
drawn between the Tiger
baserunners and someone in the
infirmary.
No, it's not that both are
sick. But each has little trouble
in getting there, both would like
to go home, and both have
difficulty in doing so.
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So much for the ridiculous iledC
analogy, the point is the Tigers iheol
can't seem to score their
runners. In the last two games
the
UOP
batmen
have fen
hammered out 28 hits, but have sci
left 24 men stranded on base.
While they may have
difficulty in scoring, five Pacific
hitters have made hitting seem
almost easy. Russ Frederico, a
catcher, has collected six hits
over the first three games.
Frederico is a freshman who
played high school baseball in ^
Burlingame.
Paul MacDonald and Steve
Olsen have both hit in all three
contests, they have five hits
apiece. Bob Bloomer and Mike
Backovich have also contributed
to the hitting pool, with four hits
each.
The Tiger pitching has been
both exceptional and awlful in- !<
several instances. Coach Stubbs 1 Lie
refers to it as "a little erratic,'
he feels the hurlers will come
around with several more
games.l
This Saturday UOP *
will face San Jose State, here at
12:00 on Billy Herbert Field.
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CHINA, CRYSTAL
STERLING, GIFTS
Open Thursdays 'Ml 9 p.m

Free Gift Wrap
and Delivery
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2002 Pacific Avenue

463-8913
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Intramurals

Pacific's outstanding center
John Gianelli has been named
In intramurals this week Northern California Player of
the year.
there were three very close
Bjg "G" yvas the only
contests, all in A league. The
first game involved SAE against unanimous first team selection
the Midgets, who almost pulled from a host of fine players
out a come-from-behind effort including Jackie Ridgle and
Claude Terry.
before falling 44-39.
Senior guard Bob Thomason
Many spectators thought the was named to the second team
DU-Recruits game would never and Jim McCargo received votes
end, as it went into first one over for their fine season.
time period and then another.
DU finally efged the Recruits 53- *"»***»• "-"TnmnnnnnnnntiiXMj
50.
by George Thompson

BSU and the Brown Helmits
exchanged
point-making
baskets throughout their entire
game also. BSU built a three
point lead with two minutes left
and went into a game-control
stall. The ball was eventually
stolen, and BSU led by one. Pat
Foley sank a 25-foot shot with
three second left to play, and the
Brown Helmits won 59-58.

Tigers Clinch TitleWin Over Loyola Lions
by Mark Austin

The University of the Pacific
Tigers brushed aside the second
place Loyola Lions 88-75
Saturday night and clinched the
WCAC championship.
After a sloppy 68-63 victory
over Pepperdine Thursday
night, the Bengals regained their

Swimmers Smash Records-Olympic Pool Planned
by Jim McCartney

championship composure and
shot an excellent 50% from the
floor in the latter contest. The
Pacific five also maintained
their fine rebounding average by
grabbing 58 rebounds.
Coach Dick Edwards said
after the game that he felt the
team had played its best game of
the year Satuday night. Edwards
cited several fine individual
performances.
Bob Thomason was the
sparkplug of the Tigers offense
throughout
the
contest.
Thomason hit seven of seven
early in the game and ended up
hitting 15 of 23 (65%). The senior
guard also continued his superb
free throw shooting. Bob made
all sic trys and has now
connected on his last 39
attempts,
breaking
the
conference reocrd of 34.

Reeder has set two of the
new
records,
and is a member of
Before the swimming season
relay
teams
holding two more.
started coach Bill Rose stated
that he had the greatest team He owns the 100 and 200 yard
In the other A leagues,
Pacific had ever had, and freestyle records, and combined
Carter House dumped Phi Delta
predicted that, all the school with Dietrich, Snider, and Bob
Hayes for the 400 freestyle relay
records would fall.
Chi 69-51 and SAE punished DU
74-54. Manchester was dropped
The season has helped to mark. The team of Reeder,
Thomason's 36 points was
prove him correct as the team Love, Dietrich, and Bill
from competition as a result of a
Archibold
has
the
800
freestyle
his
career
high and the highest
finished second in the PCAA.
forfeit to the Skunks.
relay
record
individual
scoring output this
Powered by freshmen Rick
In B league East, Southwest
Other new records to date season by a Pacific player.
Reeder, Joe Dietrich and Randy
outplayed Manchester 58-43. DU
Snider, and sophmore Bob include the 400 medley relay
defeated BSU 67 to 50. Phi Tau
John Gianelli outdueled the
Silsbe, UOP swept through its which was set three different
and AKL decided the pressure of
Lion's star center Jim Haderlein
times,
the
500
freestyle,
by
opponents, hitting an emotional
band frolic was too great, and so
for the second time this year.
peak in defeating UC Berkeley. Dietrich, the 100 breaststroke by Although Haderlein's 14 points
that game will be rescheduled.
the
100
backstroke
by
Silsbe,
and
The team lost only to Long Beach
C league saw Raymond
extablished him aa the WCAC's
Bill Archibold.
down DU 43-21 and PDC drop State, which finished first in the
all time leading scorer, Gianelli
Later
in
the
month
several
PCAA.
McConehie 57-30. Midget Rebels
Pacific
swimmers
will outgunned him with 15. Both
This week the team is
defeated Casa Werner 54-44.
compete in
the
NCAA centers fouled out of the game
The other half of C league competing in the PCAA
championships in Ames, Iowa. but Gianelli held on for three
saw three favorite win. Bio championships in Long Beach,
Those who will be going have not minutes after Haderlein left.
and last week Rose predicted
Grads downed DU 50-33, and
been determined yet.
The Tigers also turned in
"We're going to do great." His
Casa Werner more than doubled
fine
defensive
PDC's score in taking a 47-23 reasoning is well-founded. Last
Along with Rose's happy some
decision. Omekos II set the year the team broke all sixteen prediction of success at the performances. Bernard Dulaney
scoring pace for all teams in school records, fourteen of PCAA meet, he also announced and Paul Scheidigger combined
sixteen coming in the PCAA that construction of the long- their efforts and held the Lions
drubbing SAE 75-45.
championships.
awaited swimming pool will second highest scorer, Richard
This year eight new records begin in April. The pool, to be Dixon, to 11 points. Dixon shot a
have already been set in dual built in the south-west corner of miserable 4 of 20 from the floor.
meet competition. What you Kncwles Field, should be
think will happen at Long Beach completed sometime in the
WE WILL SPECIAL ORDER
SOUTH STOCKTON STUDENTS
this
week depends upon the summer.
ANY RECORD OR TAPE,
NEED TUTORS NOW
limits of your imagination.
The pool will be 50 meters
AS LONG AS IT IS
The reason for the drop in long and 25 yards wide. The
AVAILABLE, AT REGULAR
for valuable teaching ex
times during the championships shallow end will be four feet deep
DISCOUNT PRICE!
perience, become a tutor
is that everyone is peaking for and it will be 13 feet and six
through the Anderson Y
them. That means Rose is not inches at the diving end. There
Center Tutoring Program
bringing his bullwhip to the will be nine lanes for the long
workouts anymore; workouts course, and two sets of lanes for
....teach-englishhave been reduced from two to the short course.
math-art-etc...
one daily and the athletes are
Rose said the new pool
allowed more rest. The idea is to
should aid in
recruiting
go into the championships
"63 Pacific Ave. <"7„ ,"'r 466-4388
to start contact
outstanding
swimmers,
prepared but rested.
DanBavaatthe
although he considers the record
of the team the most important
Anderson Y Center
factor in recruitment. He also
or call 466-1496.
WAGES AVAILABLE
expressed a desire for more
money for recruitment of
athletes, a wish heard often in
the P.E. and Recreation
SKIIS, BOOTS, POLES - $6 DAY
Department.
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Pete Jensen scored four
important points late in the first
half when the game was still in
contention which allowed the
Cagers to maintain a five point
lead at the half. Pete also played
well at center when John
Gianelli fouled out.
Coach Edwards also praised
his other forward Jim McCargo.
McCargo, who had been cold
from the foul line in several
previous games, made a
complete reversal and shot a
perfect 6 for 6 from the charity
stripe.
The Tigers tenth straight
victory ups their record to 11-2 in
the WCAC and 20-5 overall. The
WCAC championship is the
fourth for the Tigers in the eight
years since Dick Edwards
assumed the position of head
coach.
Pacific has one more league
game tomorrow with St. Mary's.
That game will be televised at
12:30. From there the Tigers
travel to Provo, Utah to
participate in the NCAA Western
Regionals.

WHO EATS ATTACOBELL:

Purple People Eaters
Misguided Freato Bandido's
Alley Oop
Creative Pacifican Staffers
Turkeys on Thanksgiving
Rumple Whats-is-name
But not necessarily in that order.

K03
0SJ3
Lower Sact. Road &
Hammer Lane

The Best SKI RENTALS in Town
($9 WEEKENDS)

village sports
299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

OPEN WEEK NIGHTS 'TILL 9:00

"One of the largest divisions of
I Consolidated
Foods is now
taking applicants for sales
representatives;
part-time or
full, no experience necessary,
earn while you learn, paid
weekly,
fringe
benefits.
Scholarship program available
for those who qualify. Call Mr.
Lind for personal interview: 4669510."

DOK-SHOONS OR HOT DOGS
An Unusual Nam* — And You Will
Discover An Unusual Tast* Treat
•k

O R D E R S

T O

G O

•

TWO LOCATIONS TOSERVE YOU

6527 PACIFIC AVE.
2328 PACIFIC AVE.

478-1900
465-6515
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Architectural Barriers Impede
Promising Handicapped Students
by Mark Venn

Television is an odd
institution. It is capable of
making tremendous strides
toward awakening the viewing
public to conditions which would
otherwise go unnotices. But just
as often, it closes our eyes to the
truth in favor of an illusion
designed to hold our attention for
the sixty seconds between
"Arnie," and "The Mary Tyler
MooreShow."

What I have specifically in
mind is the stereotype which TV
has created of the handicapped
person in society. It seems what
the Madison Avenue ad agencies
foresee as a future for people
such as myself is riding around
for the rest of our lives in a Good
Will truck.
If all this seems to indicate a
note of bitterness on my part,
I'm sorry...but then again that's
probably accurate.

Master Planning-Fantasy or Fact?
by Greg Tarossa

In timely reference to the
refurbishment of the End Zone,
Financial
Vice-President
Winterberg asserts that the
venture is economically "not a
particularly good investment."
Pointing in resplendent fashion
to the architectural depiction of
a proposed four-story Student
Union, Winterberg concedes that
he would be "more inclined to
see us put everything into here
(the plannedStudentUnion.)"
Although Financial Officer
Winterberg elusively evades any
restrictive mention of exact
figures, he passes on the
responsibility to Paul Fairbrook,
Director of Food and Housing.
An estimated $5,000-15,000 is the
digit in question; the grandiose
sum will be alotted to the
redecoration and the expansion
this spring of the End Zone, even
though the chicken feed depot
will be rendered obsolete within
the next 10-15 years by
Winterberg
and
campus
architect Leonard Abbott's
prophetic master plan slated for
1985.
Such is the shroud of polemic
uncertainty incorporated in the
conceptual design of a newly
revised UOP master layout,
projected for the annum 1984
plus one. Commensurate with
diverse administrative fiascoes,
the tentative campus plan is
proposed amid a myriad of
issues to be acknowledged by the
Pacific Board of Regents at the
upcoming caucus scheduled for
March 16th.
The previous 1975 master
plan, which was affirmatively
reviewed by the Regents, will
favorably foreshadow any
decision effected by the Board
once Winterberg-walking his
political tightrope-presents the
revised 1985 projection.
Olympic Pool

The comprehensive master
plan features the long-awaited
Olympic swimming pool, which
will be situated in the south-west
section of Knowles Field. The
dimensions of the NCAA
regulation size pool measure 75
feet by 164 feet; also exclusively
designed for the new swim site
will be a diving pool and an
underwater observation room

facilitating a panoramic view of
the sanctioned Olympic pool,
equipped with underwater
lighting.
Extraneous to the pool area
itself will be an outdoor sun area.
The diving pool will be supplied
with one, two and three meter
springboards.
The
nonregulatory
diving
pool
dimensions prove consistent
with the limited involvement of
the Pacific's swimming and polo
teams in diving competition per
se.
The only other swimming
complex on the West Coast so
proficiently equipped with
regulation accoutrements in
sanctioned competition is the
Santa Clara Swim Club's, Abbott
states in accordance with the
consulting firm for the UOP
master plan survey.
Street Layout

The present UOP street
layout, approved in 1927, will-in
tandem with the 1985 master
plan
approval-assume
a
quadrangle effect by the
enclosure of the Anderson "Y"
area, Engineering Center, and
Administrative
Buildings
bounded by Bircham and Chapel
Streets. A tree-studded mall
landscape will serve as the
surrogate scheme for these
streets.
Parking areas and possibly
a proposed multi-story parking
lot will "cut-down' on the car
congesttion,
Winterberg
assesses. At the apex of the
walkway-malls, a triangular
plaza will replace the region to
the northwest of the quonsets.
The two-level plaza will
rejuvenate the land space now
occupied by the psychology,
geology, and chemistry labs in
the quonset adjacent to North
Hall.
The Music Annex will be
replaced by future Academic
Quad I; the Art Center, KUOP
Radio Station, and Duplication
Office Quonsets will
be
rennovated by a three-story
Major Academic Building II.
The Speech and Audiology
Center in North Hall will
be remodeled, as the COP
Administrative Offices will be
moved to the fancifully rebuilt
North Hall location also.

Student Union

The aforementioned fourstory Student Union on proposal
will be a synthesis of a two- story
men's dormitory and a lower
level, two-story union of eclectic
decor. As the facility is presently
projected, each floor of the union
covers an area of 15,000 sq. feet
of mere floor space.
Extending
into
the
northwest corner of the plaza
interior, the union will be more
or less contiguous with a
refurbished Anderson "Y" mall
complex. The architectural
funneling effect of the plaza and
of the adjoining buildings
accentuates the quadrangle
complex in the conceptual model
Winterberg and Abbott propose.
Science Center

The second level of the plaza
extenuating from the exterior
apex of the quad will lead to a
new footbridge spanning the
Calaveras River, all of which
will concentrate on perspective
appeal north of the existing
bridge.
The
perceptual
orientation of the plan provides
for a spatial link to the most
recently proposed science
complex, an architectural
complement to the School of
Pharmacy and the Rotunda.
"The Health Center ties
right in" with this 4-5 edifice
center comprised of-"modular
units," Winterberg conveys.
Winterberg's synopsis of the
1984-plus-one mission subtlely
reveals his flair for the political.
His penchant for diplomatic
sophistry intermittently betrays
the bland optimism he must
instill a| the forthcoming
gathering of the Regents.
The feasibility of the 1985
master plan is dependent on the
positivism Winterberg the
politician may very ably project
in that conference room on
March 16th. If Winterberg
should handle his presentation
on that date with the infrequent
bursts of nervousness and the
subsequent decorum of a
General Custer-both of which
pervaded his becalmed facade
during interview-the 1984-plusone might well be just that: a
fantasy.

Society seems to
be oriented toward placing
handicapped
persons
in
positions in which they become
in reality "invisible." They are
seen only at the times in which
they are to be used as a ploy for
sympathy or more happily, as a
measurement
for
the
remarkable accomplishments of
modern medicine.
Education

One of the elements in our
society which seems to be at the
heart of this tvne of attitude is
education. At a time when the
yardstick of society seems to
center on graduate degrees
rather than personal merit, it is
difficult for any of us to escape
the
importance
of
the
educational process.
The country is spotted with a
few special institutions which
have been modeled with the
handicapped in mind. But for the
most part, their design and
purpose evade the basic problem
with which every handicapped
person must ultimately cope:
society has not been constructed
with the disabled person in mind.
Public School

Throughout my life I have
had the good fortune of having
been educated under the same
circumstances as any other
person my age. In other words, I
was lucky enough to have been
able to escape the plague of
' 'special education."
While there was a grammar
school in my home town which
was
prescribed
for
the
handicapped, I was able to meet
the requirements which the city
fire department laid down as
safety standards for evacuation
in case of fire. While I had
cleared the first hurdle toward
getting a normal educatiom
(I'm not quite sure what we
should consider
"normal" in terms of the
noticeable allowances which
were made for me along the way
by certain "well-meaning"
teachers and friends), the
situation of attending public
school was not without its
moments of uncertainty.
From the very beginning I
was thrust into the peculiar
position of being'' a square peg in
a round hold." It is undoubtedly
difficult for others to realize the
added pressures which a
handicapped person feels in
competition
with
normal
children, both on an academic
and a social level.
Once a handicapped person
has made up his mind that
attending college is indeed what
he wants to do, there are a
number of cold, hard facts which
quickly come into view. First, it
is no well-kept secret that
colleges, like any other public
facilities, are not designed (from
an architectural standpoint)
with crutches and wheelchairs in
mind.
This is certainly the case
with Pacific. I honestly doubt
whether any group of buildings

constructed in 1924 would have
made any better allowances, but
the fact remains that even the
newer buildings on campus
(with the noticable exception of
the new infirmary) make the
problem of mobility for the
disabled a real challenge.
Long after I leave the ivy,
covered halls of Pacific, my
mind will flash back on the
Winter of '69 when the Monsoons
of the Calaveras made the task of
getting up on the sidewalks from
the streets a matter of
survival...a situation which
could have been easily delt with
had the newly installed curbs
existed then.
Finance, Profit

But to me the most
unbelievable
feat
of
architectural mediocrity (which
is the hallmark of Pacific) are
the newer dorms. During my
freshman year I lived in
McConchie, and was astounded
by the fact that though it had
been constructed in the early
'69's, it still retained the steps
both indoors and out, which I had
imagined went out with the age
of South-West Hall.
What to me remains a puzzle
is the matter of finance and
profit. Since we all realize that
Pacific is not without resources
when it comes to dreaming up
ideas for justifying its yearly
tuitional hikes, why then have
the
administrators
not
considered the possibility of
making Pacific more attractive
to prospective students with
disabilities?
It seems to me that in this
regard, Pacific would be in a
particularly
advantageous
position. With its relatively
small physical layout and the
lack of any significant obstacles
by way of architecture, the
university could well find it
profitable to give serious thought
to the prospect of making
whatever physical alterations
necessary to make itself more at
tractive to such students.
Every day more light is
being shed on the human
problems with which society
must come to grops if it is to
make itself truly "open" to all o
its people. Certainly among
these problems to be given
serious consideration is the role
which
we
expect
th
handicapped citizen to play i®
the future of our lives as a nation
and as a society.
If we wish them to continu
to be objects for pity: to be care
for but not to be placed in th
mainstream of society...we hav
only to sit back and do nothing-1
we decide otherwise; that w
wish them to become a resourc
rather than a hinderence, the
positive steps must be take
toward eliminating the tacit so
of discrimination which prevail
in the educational system 0
which we are a part. As long as 1
takes for society to awaken to th
lack of available educational fac
ilities for the handicapped, thi
challenge will remain unmet.

